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IRPINIA
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TAURASI
SANT’ANGELO
ALL’ESCA

LUOGOSANO

Vineyards and Olive Groves
are located in the heart of
the production Area of the
prestigious Taurasi DOCG
(Controlled and Guaranteed
Origin Denomination).
The Winery is in Sant’Angelo
all’Esca, on the Provincial
Road which leads to Taurasi.

One of the best
producers of the region

Borgodangelo is the result of a project
born in 2003, created in order to develope
the activity of wine production - with a
company structure at its bottom - which
would enhance local traditions and family
properties.Up to now, Borgodangelo’s
activity has concerned, almost exclusively,
the production and sale of quality DOP
(Protected Denomination of Origin) wines
from typical grape varieties of Irpinia, the
most excellent wine territory of Campania,
protagonist in the last decades of the
oenological revitalization of Southern Italy
and in particular of Campania itself, with its
3 DOCG (Taurasi, Greco di Tufo and Fiano
of Avellino). In recent years, Borgodangelo
winery started a gradual development of a
small organic olive growing activity, both
by redeveloping old plantations, sometimes
integrating with its own buildings, and
creating new small olive groves, suitable for
the production of Irpinia “DOP” (Protected
Denomination of Origin) oil (mainly
obtained from the native variety Ravece).
The activity of Borgodangelo has always

been focused to give its best for customer
satisfaction, with an offer of products
that are always attractive in terms of
quality and price, and also promoting
visits to the vineyards and to the winery,
also giving assistance for stays in local
family-type structures and for visits to
typical and/or historical places in the
area. The company is environmentally
conscious and italso participates - since the
beginning of its activity - to the Integrated
Phytopathological Control Plan (PRLFI)
promoted by the Campania Region in the
European Community context. It has also
developed and implemented a project
aimed at eliminating the production of
thermal energy from fossil sources
(including gas) in the company, using solar
energy and/or agricultural biomass and/
or heat pumps based on daily climatic
conditions.

THE WINERY
Borgodangelo pursues an idea of wine
production which is anchored to local traditions
and respect for the environment, but also
attentive to the continuous improvement in
terms of quality, in line with the evolution of
tastes, as well as attractive in terms of quality/
price. This idea finds the necessary confirmation
both in the choices of how to plant the
vineyards or in the cultivation and selection
of the grapes, and also in the oenological
techniques applied in the cellar. The sales of
Borgodangelo almost exclusively concern DOP
(ProtectedDenomination of Origin) bottled
wines (commercially also called DOC/DOCG,
that is “ControlledOriginDenomination”and
“Controlledand
GuaranteedOriginDenomination”) originated by
historical native Irpinia vines, such as:
• the classic Aglianico red wines, obtained from
grapes coming from Borgodangelo’s vineyards,
and then aged for a long time in Slavonian oak
barrels (Taurasi DOCG, IrpiniaCampiTaurasini
DOC) or in steel bottles (IrpiniaAglianico DOC);
• a young Rose wine (IrpiniaRosato DOC), also
obtained from Aglianico grapes in purity of
Borgodangelo’s vineyards;
• the two most renowned White Irpinian Wines.

(Greco di Tufo and Fiano of Avellino DOCG)
obtained from grapes grown on hills on the
east part of Avellino, as required by the relevant
regulations. From a structural point of view,
the winery is almost completely underground,
especially for the areas in which the wines are
produced, aged and preserved (in stainless
steel tanks, in wooden barrels and finally in
bottles) with optimal and stable conditions
during the year in terms of temperature
and humidity, even in absence of energy
consumption for environmental conditioning.
Borgodangeloparticipate in the Consortium for
the Protection of IrpiniaWines
(www.consorziovinidirpinia.it), in the Province
of Avellino, according to directives issued by the
Mipaaf, which works on “functions of protection,
promotion, enhancement, information of the
consumer and general care” concerning DOP
(Protected Denomination of Origin) and IGP
(ProtectedGeographicalIndication) wines of the
area.

THE VINEYARDS
The quality of Irpinia wines derives from the
specific features of both the climate (Mild in
summer but harsh in winter, with hot days
and cold nights) and its soils (fertile, clayey,
sometimes stony or with the presence of
various geological residues). The harvest is
somewhat late(October / November); the
productivity, in order to ensure high quality,
is kept low but as constant as possible (70 80 quintals/ha). Borgodangelogot about 9
hectares of vineyards, in part characterized
by soils rich in volcanic debris.

The Aglianico grape, with his medium berries and tight bunch, is believed to haveb een introduced
in southern Italy at the time of Magna Graecia, around the VII century B.C.. The ancestry is generally
traced back to the “vitis hellenica.”. Historical literary evidences are found in Horace and other Latin
writers. Tito Livio, in his “ab urbe condita” writes about Taurasia ... a land surrounded by green areas and
opimate vineyards”. The original name (Elleanico or Ellenico) would have become Aglianico during the
Aragonese domination,in the XV century, due to the pronunciation in Spanish language..

AGLIANICO FOR RED WINES AND ROSE
WINE Aglianico is grown in Italy preferably
in hilly terrain and gives its best in Irpinia,
Sannio and Vulture. In Irpinia, its reputation
is older, and it is associated with the “Taurasi
wine”, that is, the name of the town of the
middle Valle del Calore, which has been
given in 1993 to the first DOCG in Southern
Italy. The area of the Taurasi DOCG, although
including a limited part of Irpinia, made up
of 17 small towns, is “very different” inside
“with periods of ripening of the grapes and
its relative harvest that may differ even by a
month”; the result is made of different tasteolfactory characteristics from area to area,
such as the “greatest elegance and finesse
..inthe middle valley of the Calore” to which

belong the neighboring towns of Taurasi,
Sant’Angelo all’Esca and Luogosano –where
there are thevineyards of Borgodangelo -, or
even the “.. great power and alcohol .... in the
upper areas of Montemarano, Paternopoli
and Castelfranci”.

(Quotes from the Encyclopedia of WINE by Luca
Gardini et Al-Dalai publisher 2012).

GRECO AND FIANO FOR WHITE WINES
The Fiano and Greco vineyards have been
known since Roman times and would
derive respectively from the “VitisApiana”
and from the “AmineaGemina” introduced
by the Greek region of Thessaly at the time
of Magna Graecia. Both wines were highly
appreciated also in medieval times. Federico
II of Svevia and Carlo d’Angiò were great
admirers of Fiano wine. The Greco wine is
also mentioned in a fresco from Pompeii.
Both vineyards maintain good qualities
even with aging and are mainly cultivated
on the east hills of Avellino. The DOCG Fiano
di Avellino and Greco di Tufo were born
in 2003; the second concerns only eight
municipalities around Tufo.

THE OLIVE GROVES
For the development of the activity
of organic olive growing,
Borgodangeloparticipate in APROL
Campania, the Olive Producers Organization
of the Campania Region
(www.aprolcampania.it). The mission
of APROL Campania consists in “the
enhancement of regional olive production
through technical assistance to producer
members and actions of information and
training for the promotion of the territory”
and it is associated with UNAPROL-Italian
Olive Consortium, which represents - at a
national and community level - 160 thousand
companies with 258 thousand hectares
in order to obtain a quality production,
and 10 thousand companies concerning
the traceability. In Campania Region, 5
typologies of oil are produced: “Cilento”,
“CollineS alernitane” ,
“Sorrento Peninsula”, “Terre Aurunche”,
“Irpinia-Colline dell’ Ufita”. The DOP
(Protected Denomination of Origin)
oil “Irpinia-Colline dell’Ufita” is mainly
obtained from Ravece olives (at least 85% for

new plants - 60% for older ones).
It is an autochthonous plant from Irpinia,
which can be integrated, as a DOP, with
the Ogliarola, Marinese, Olivella, Ruveia,
Vignadella Corte, Leccino and Frantoio
varieties (the latter two for no more than
10%). Borgodangelo currently manages
about 3 hectares of olive groves located
in the hills around its winery, and they all
are part of the DOP Irpinia Area which, in
the course of 2020, have completed the
transformation process which will lead to an
“organic” product.

FROM OUR GRAPES,
OUR AGLIANICO IN PURITY…
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PRINCIPALI RICONOSCIMENTI
OUR BEST AWARDS
Taurasi DOCG
Vintage 2009 Silver MedalatDecanter W.W. Award - Londra 2015
Vintage 2010 5 STAR WINES atVinitaly Awards 2016 | Silver MedalIntern. Wine Challenge - Londra 2016
4starsatVinibuoni d’Italia -Touring Club 2017
Vintage 2011 5 STAR WINESatVinitalyAwards 2016 | Corona Vinibuoni d’Italia -Touring Club 2017 90+ 2017 Gilbert
&Gaillard Guide – FR | Silver MedalIntern. Wine Challenge - Londra 2017
Vintage 2012 5 STAR WINES atVinitalyAwards 2018 | Gold in 2018 Gilbert &Gaillard Guide – France
Vintage 2013 91Points Robert Parker | 90 Points Gilbert&Gaillard 2019- France Irpinia Campi Taurasini DOC
Vintage 2015 92 points Gilbert & Gaillard 2021
Irpinia Campi Taurasini DOC
Vintage 2011 Silver Medal Intern. Wine Challenge - London 2016 Vintage 2012 Commended Intern. Wine		

Vintage 2013
Vintage2014
Vintage 2015

Challenge - London 2017
Gold in 2018 Gilbert &Gaillard Guide - FR | Oscar Quality/PriceBerebene - Gambero Rosso
Gold in 2019 Gilbert &Gaillard Guide – FR
Silver Medal Decanter w.w. Award – Londra 2020

Irpinia Aglianico DOC
Vintage 2012 “Vino da non perdere”Vinibuoni d’Italia -Touring Club | 2 “Bicchieri” Gambero Rosso Irpinia Rosato
DOC
Irpinia Rosato DOC
Vintage 2012 Silver Medal Vini Rosati d’Italia, Awards 2013
Vintage 2014 Silver Medal Vini Rosati d’Italia, Awards 2015
Vintage2014-15-18
Oscar Quality/PriceBerebene - Gambero Rosso

TAURASI

Controlled and Guaranteed Origin Denomination

It is available
the “Riserva”
type for
some vintage
assortments

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Taurasi, Sant’Angelo all’Esca and Luogosano (AV)
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone, rich in
volcanic debris
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Plant Density
Max 4.000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
About 7 tons per hectare
Harvesting
Late, by hand
Vinification
Soaked in fresh and natural environment for
about2 weeks at controlled temperature
Refinement
Over 18months in Slovanian oak barrels and 12
months in bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 14%
Capacity
0,75 litre
Bottle
Bordeaux antique
Cork
One-piece, natural cork

Taurasi Borgodangelo is a wine with a great
structure, opulence, equilibrium and smell;
to the palate it is correctly tannic, silky and
soft, expressing the typical peculiarity of the
Aglianico Grape. With its ruby and intense
color, with purple hues, this wine has a
spicy smell, which is reminiscent of ripe red
fruit that, over the years, gives particular
elegance and finesse.

IRPINIA CAMPI TAURASINI
Controlled Origin Denomination

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Taurasi, Sant’Angelo all’Esca and Luogosano (AV)
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone, rich in
volcanic debris
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Plant Density
Max 4.000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
7-8tons per hectare
Harvesting
Late, by hand
Vinification
Soaked in fresh and natural environment for
about 2 weeks at controlled temperature
Refinement
Over 9months in Slovanian oak barrels
Degree of Alcohol
About 13,5%
Capacity
0,75 litre
Bottle
Bourgogne type
Cork
One-piece, natural cork

Irpinia Campi Taurasini Borgodangelo is a dry
wine with a generous, pleasanty tannic taste.
It is characterized by a deep ruby color, and it
combines hints of morel cherries and red berries
with Elegant toasted spicy notes.
To the palate it is soft, elegant, with a velvety and
never predominant tannin; it is a very pleasing
and well-structured wine.

www.borgodangelo.it

www.borgodangelo.it

IRPINIA AGLIANICO

IRPINIA AGLIANICO

TRADIZIONI VIVE, with no added sulphites
Controlled Origin Denomination

Controlled Origin Denomination

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Taurasi, Sant’Angelo all’Esca and Luogosano
(AV)
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone, rich in
volcanic debris
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Plant Density
Max 4.000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
8-9 tons per hectare
Harvesting
Late, by hand
Vinification
Soaked in fresh and natural environment for
about10days
Refinement
In bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 13%
Capacity
0,75 litre
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Natural cork or Nomacorc Green

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Taurasi, Sant’Angelo all’Esca
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Plant Density
Max 4.000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
80 quintals per hectare
Harvesting
At the end of October, by hand
Vinification
Soaked in fresh and natural environment for
about 10 days, in steel tanks at a controlled
temperature for about 10 days and without
the addition of sulphites, those present
are naturally produced during alcoholic
fermentation
Refinement
About 12 months in steel and bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 13%
Capacity
0,75 litre
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
One-piece natural cork

Aglianico Borgodangelo, vinified according to old
traditional customs of the area, is a simple red
Wine but with a great structure; pleasantly
tannic, it has a ruby color with purple;
if to the nose it reminds of the scent of freshly
picked grapes, to the palate it is well-balanced
and harmonious in all its acidic and alcoholic
components.

www.borgodangelo.it

Irpinia Aglianico Tradizioni Vive Borgodangelo,
a pure Aglianico , is a simple red wine but with
a great structure; dry and pleasantly tannic, it
is well balanced in all its acidic and alcoholic
components. It has a ruby color with purple; to
the nose it reminds of the scent of red fruits and
ripe grapes. It comes from a clay and limestone
vineyard in the Municipality of Sant’Angelo
all’Esca.

www.borgodangelo.it

IRPINIA ROSATO

GRAPPA DI TAURASI

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Sant’Angelo all’Esca (AV)
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone,
rich in volcanic debris
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Plant Density
Max 4.000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
About 7 tons per hectare
Harvesting
Late, by hand
Vinification
Oft pressing of whole grapes and immediate
separation of “flower juice”; fermentation
takes place at controlled temperature
Refinement
In steel for about 3 months on fine lees
Degree of Alcohol
About 13,5%
Capacity
0,75 litre
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Natural cork or Nomacorc Green

Grape Variety
100% Aglianico
Production Zone
Area of Taurasi
Altitude
400 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone, rich
in volcanic debris
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Distillation Method
Only one passage in alembic still in order to
guarantee aroma and taste
Ageing Method
About 3 years in chestnut barrels
Degree of Alcohol
42%
Bottle
Old Pharmacy bottle 500 ml

Controlled Origin Denomination

Silver medal
2013-2015

Irpinia Rosato Borgodangelo is a young and elegant
wine, made entirely from soft pressing of
Aglianico grapes, whose “first flowerjuice” is
immediately cleaned with a cold ,static and natural
process.
It has a bright coral pink color, with some slight
purple hues and an intense aroma of red fruits such
as raspberries and cherries. To the palate it is fresh,
sapid and long in its persistence.

Grappa Borgodangelo is distilled with a traditional
method. Its color is amber;
its aroma is intense with spicy and smocky notes.
To the palate it is velvety and pervasive.

www.borgodangelo.it

www.borgodangelo.it

FROM GRECO AND FIANO SELECTED GRAPES,
OUR IRPINIA CLASSIC WHITE WINES...

GRECO
DI TUFO
Controlled and
Guaranteed
Origin
Denomination

IRPINIA
FALANGHINA
Controlled
Origin
Denomination

FIANO
DI AVELLINO
Controlled and
Guaranteed
Origin
Denomination

OUR BEST AWARDS
Fiano di Avellino DOCG
Vintage 2016 Oscar Quality/Price Berebene - Gambero Rosso
Vintage 2018 3 stars (91 Points) – “I Vini di Veronelli”
Vintage 2019 “Corona” Award “Vinibuoni d’Italia”- Touring Club 2021
Vintage 2020 Oscar Quality/Price Berebene - Gambero Rosso
Greco di Tufo DOCG
Vintage 2018 3stars (90 Points) – “I Vini di Veronelli” VeryGood - Wein-Plus DEE

IRPINIA FIANO
SPUMANTE BRUT
Protected
Denomination
of Origin

GRECO DI TUFO

FIANO DI AVELLINO

GrapeVariety
100% Greco
Production Zone
Montefusco and Santa Paolina (AV)
Altitude
500 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Wine Yeld
About 8 tons per hectare
Harvesting
First decade of October, by hand
Vinification
Fermentation of clear grape must for about
10-15 days at controlled temperature
Refinement
3 months in bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 13%
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Natural cork or Nomacorc Green

GrapeVariety
100% Fiano
Production Zone
Montefalcione (AV)
Altitude
450 metres above sea level
Environment
Hilly, good exposure, clay and limestone
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Wine Yeld
About 8 tons per hectare
Harvesting
First decade of October, by hand
Vinification
Fermentation of clear grape must for about 10-15
days at controlled temperature
Refinement
3 months in bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 13%
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Natural cork or Nomacorc Green

Controlled and Guaranteed Origin Denomination

Greco di Tufo Borgodangelo has a strawyellow color, with golden hues. Its perfume
is fresh and intense, with fruity and mineral
notes, to the palate it is energic and wellstructured thanks to its acidity and its alcohol
content, which allows its ageing, leaving
intact all its special organoleptical
qualities.

Controlled and Guaranteed Origin Denomination

Fiano di Avellino Borgodangelo has a

straw-yellow color, with golden hues.
Its perfume reminds flowers and fruits;
its taste is soft, dry and with a pleasant
appealing acidity.

www.borgodangelo.it

www.borgodangelo.it

IRPINIA FALANGHINA

FIANO SPUMANTE BRUT

GrapeVariety
100% Falanghina
Production Zone
Agro di Montemiletto-Pietradefusi (AV)
Altitude
450 metres above sea level
Environment
Clay and limestone
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Year of Grapevines
10 Years
Plant Density
4000 per hectare
Wine Yeld
9 tons per hectare
Harvesting
First days of October, by hand
Vinification
Fermentation of clear grape must for about
10-15 days at controlled temperature
Refinement
Steel for 4 months on lees and 2 months
in bottle
Degree of Alcohol
About 13%
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Nomacorc select Green

Grape Variety
100% Fiano
Production Zone
The grapes come from the hilly places
of the area of DOGC of Fiano of Avellino
Altitude
About 400metresabove sea level
Environment
Clay and limestone
Breeding System
Espalier structure, Guyot Pruning
Wine Yeld
8 tons per hectare
Harvesting
First days of September, by hand
Vinification
Soft pressing, inoculation of selected yeasts
and fermentation in autoclave tanks at
controlled temperature
Refinement
for almost3months in bottle
Degree of Alcohol
12% in volume
Bottle
Bourgogne tradition type
Cork
Cork or Nomacorc Bio

Irpinia Falanghina Borgodangelo has a
straw-yellow color, with golden hues.
Its perfume flowery and fruity. to the palate
it is intense with an acidic component.

Fiano Spumante Brut Borgodangelo has a
straw-yellow color, with a fine and persistent
perlage. Its perfume is delicate, with floral
notes and with flavours of dried fruit and
bread crust.
To the palate is fresh and dry.

Controlled Origin Denomination

Protected Denomination of Origin

www.borgodangelo.it

www.borgodangelo.it

